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We investigate a new method to recover (if any) a possible varying speed of light (VSL) signal
from cosmological data. It comes as an upgrade of [1, 2], where it was argued that such signal could
be detected at a single redshift location only. Here, we show how it is possible to extract information
on a VSL signal on an extended redshift range. We use mock cosmological data from future galaxy
surveys (BOSS, DESI, WFirst-2.4 and SKA): the sound horizon at decoupling imprinted in the
clustering of galaxies (BAO) as an angular diameter distance, and the expansion rate derived from
those galaxies recognized as cosmic chronometers. We find that, given the forecast sensitivities of
such surveys, a ∼ 1% VSL signal can be detected at 3σ confidence level in the redshift interval
z ∈ [0., 1.55]. Smaller signals (∼ 0.1%) will be hardly detected (even if some lower possibility for
a 1σ detection is still possible). Finally, we discuss the degeneration between a VSL signal and a
non-null spatial curvature; we show that, given present bounds on curvature, any signal, if detected,
can be attributed to a VSL signal with a very high confidence. On the other hand, our method turns
out to be useful even in the classical scenario of a constant speed of light: in this case, the signal
we reconstruct can be totally ascribed to spatial curvature and, thus, we might have a method to
detect a 0.01-order curvature in the same redhift range with a very high confidence.
PACS numbers: 98.80 − k, 98.80.Es, 98.80.Cq, 04.50.Kd
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I. INTRODUCTION
The idea that fundamental constants of physics were
not properly constant, but could instead vary with time
(and possibly in space) is not a new one [3–8], but a fruit-
ful revival has been possible only quite recently, stimu-
lated by the progress achieved in observational cosmol-
ogy (for a review, see [9]). On one side, the Standard Big
Bang scenario suffers some theoretical shortcomings, as
the horizon and flatness problems, which are at the base
of the introduction of cosmological inflation [10–15]. On
the other, we have attended the discovery of the acceler-
ated expansion of our Universe [16, 17] and the detection
of a possible variation of the fine structure constant from
quasars absorption lines [18–36].
We have focused our attention onto the possibility that
the speed of light might change in time during the evo-
lution of the Universe; such scenario is generally called
as a Varying Speed of Light (VSL) theory. A serious
theoretical approach to define in the correct way a valid
VSL theory is recent, and aimed exactly at solving hori-
zon, flatness and the acceleration problems, in a “more
natural” way, without relying on inflationary scenarios
and the cosmological constant (the main successful can-
didate to lead Universe accelerated expansion, but also
herald of many theoretical problems, see [37] for a re-
view). The most exemplificative literature on this topic
includes [38–54]. In the very own words of some of its pi-
oneers, VSL foundations are still far from fixed, and a lot
of debate is around them [55–57]. But we think it should
be honestly agreed that there as many brilliant and im-
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portant scientists on the pro-VSL side, and not only on
the against-VSL one. Thus, studying VSL theories and
implications is not a fallacy, but deserves attention.
In particular, the debate concerns breaking the Lorentz
invariance which VSL theories intrinsically produce, and
the correctness of discussing about variation of dimen-
sional quantities, while the only non-controversial claims
should be coming from dimensionless quantities. While
the former question has some possible reliable solutions
[58], the latter is still open. Again, we want to stress here
an important point, in order to make our work judged
with the right perspective: we do not want to make any
claim about the VSL theoretical background. This is out
of the purpose of this paper and will be postponed to
future works. Here, instead, we will study whether, if
there is a VSL signal, and whatever is the way it can be
explained, it can be detected or not, by present or future
observations.
In this context, recently, we have proposed a method
to measure the speed of light on cosmological scales and
at relatively high redshift [1, 2] using observations from
galaxy surveys. This method should overcome some of
the criticisms related to the fact that the speed of light
is, actually, a dimensional quantity: we can measure here
and now such speed in laboratory; we have relocated this
laboratory in the outer Universe, where observations pro-
vide us a (cosmological) ruler and a (cosmological) clock,
which both can be employed to measure the speed of
light.
Given that we will use these rulers and clocks in this
present work, we briefly review what they are. Both
of them can be measured by a galaxy survey. The
ruler is the sound horizon measured at late times as it
is imprinted in the clustering of galaxies at cosmologi-
2cal scales or, equivalently, in the Baryon Acoustic Os-
cillations (BAO) [59–73]. The sound horizon has some
very important properties: it is generally considered as
a standard ruler, because its size in comoving coordi-
nates is constant in time and thus can be used to cal-
ibrate/measure cosmological distances (for alternatives,
see [74]); its length can be exactly calculated from theory
(≈ 150 Mpc in physical units; the best-precision value,
measured by Planck, is rs(zrec) = 144.81 ± 0.24 Mpc
for the baseline model [75]). Due to the strong corre-
lation between photons/radiation and gas in the early
times (prior to the recombination epoch), by analyzing
the galaxy correlation function now, it is possible to in-
fer a correlation length which, expressed in comoving
units, corresponds exactly to the sound horizon. Gen-
erally, such ruler is both present in the tangential and
radial distribution of galaxies, which can respectively be
defined as
yt(z) =
DA(z)
rs(zrec)
and yr(z) =
c0
H(z)rs(zrec)
, (1)
where c0 is the speed of light (generally assumed con-
stant); z is the cosmological redshift; DA is the angu-
lar diameter distance; H is the Hubble function (ex-
pansion rate); and rs(zdec) is the sound horizon, eval-
uated at recombination (or dragging epoch). Actually,
with present data we do not have enough strong signal
to measure the two directions separately, or, at least,
not at the level of accuracy which should be theoret-
ically possible [76–81]. This will eventually be possi-
ble with future surveys, when larger number of galax-
ies is available; see, for example, forecast analysis for
the Square Kilometer Array (SKA)1, Euclid2 [82–85],
WFIRST-2.4 3 [86], the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey (BOSS) [78, 80, 81, 87], the Extended BOSS sur-
vey (eBOSS) [88–90], the Dark Energy Spectroscopic In-
strument (DESI)4 [91] and the Hobby-Eberly Telescope
Dark Energy Experiment (HETDEX)5
Galaxy surveys are beneficial for our purposes also be-
cause they can provide us the cosmological clocks we need
for our method to be implemented: a sample of the ob-
served galaxies can be targeted as cosmic chronometers
[92–97]. The key idea is to find a “cosmological clock”,
which is able to give the variation of the age of the Uni-
verse with redshift. If one has this clock, then, one sim-
ply has to measure the age difference ∆t between two
redshifts separated by ∆z, and calculate the derivative
dz/dt ≈ ∆z/∆t. Then, this quantity can be directly re-
lated to the expansion rate (Hubble function), defined
as
H(z) = − 1
1 + z
dz
dt
. (2)
1 https://www.skatelescope.org/.
2 http://sci.esa.int/euclid/.
3 http://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/.
4 http://desi.lbl.gov/.
5 http://hetdex.org/.
With such a method we would have a measurement of the
Hubble function free from any assumption on the nature
of the metric, which normally affects, for example, the
definition of cosmological distances. Actually, passively-
evolving early-type galaxies (ETG) turned out to be re-
liable candidates to play the role of such clocks. Since
the first proposal, stellar population models have been
improved; a much larger number of galaxies has been ob-
served and collected, up to a redshift z ∼ 2; and more
precise tools to calibrate the clocks have been introduced
(e.g., the 4000 A˚ break in ETG spectra). And this sce-
nario can still be improved using future galaxy surveys
in the optical, as Euclid and WFIRST-2.4, which should
observe at least ten times more galaxies compared to the
present (and ETG, eventually).
Our works [1, 2] have been recently questioned by [98],
where the authors point out two possible drawbacks of
our method: first, that the speed of light is measured
only at one single redshift zM ; second, that we ignore the
spatial curvature contribution, which is degenerate with
VSL. For what concerns the first point, it is true, but we
were interested in the intrinsic novelty of the method. It
is well known that the angular diameter distance has a
maximum at some high redshift value, which we called
maximum redshift, zM ; we found that at the maximum,
the relation
DA(zM ) ·H(zM ) = c(zM ) (3)
holds, e.g. only at the maximum redshift, the combina-
tion of the angular diameter distance and of the expan-
sion rate is exactly equal to the value of the speed of light
at that epoch, with a minimal number of theoretical as-
sumptions on the cosmological background, and with no
need of any information at all about how the speed of
light should vary or not. It is a direct measurement, al-
beit local. About the second point, we have always been
aware that, among the minimal number of theoretical as-
sumptions we needed in order to derive eq. (3), we have
to assume a null spatial curvature. However, we have also
discussed how a non-vanishing curvature may impact our
results.
Thus, in this present work, we move a step forward:
using the same cosmological rulers and clocks from [1, 2],
we build a new method (different from [98]) which can be
employed to recover a redshift-extended VSL signal (no
more limited to zM ). We also report a detailed discussion
about how a non-zero curvature can influence the appli-
cation of such method in a VSL theory context. Finally,
we show how can the method be also applied in a classi-
cal context, where c0 is constant in order to measure the
spatial curvature itself.
In section (II) we describe the theoretical apparatus
at the base of our method; in section (III) we describe
all the steps required for our method to be built in more
detail; in section (IV) we discuss the results obtained
from the application of our method to some mock data
from future galaxy surveys; and, finally, in section (V)
we sum up our results.
3II. METHODOLOGY
To start, we need the observational data which is avail-
able from future BAO galaxy surveys: the angular di-
ameter distance (DA) and the expansion rate (H). We
define as DrealA and H
real the results of such observa-
tion, i.e. the numbers that outcome the measurement
processes. Then, we need to fix the theoretical back-
ground underlying the implementation of our method.
Our work is based on two main and general assumptions:
we assume a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric and no
spatial curvature. The former is the simplest and most
general assumption which agrees with data and, up to
some statistical accuracy, one of the main ingredients of
the nowadays accepted consensus model. The latter as-
sumption can hide a possible degeneracy between a VSL
signal and the curvature; we will discuss this point in a
later section and we show that, sticking to the present
observational status, it is of limited concern.
Now, let us remind the theoretical definition of the
angular diameter distance,
DA
.
=
1
1 + z
∫ z
0
c(z′)
H(z′)
dz′, (4)
where H(z) is the theoretical Hubble function; and c(z)
is the speed of light expressed as any possible function
of redshift. In a standard scenario, the speed of light is
constant and c(z) = c0; in the more extended context of
a VSL approach, it can be any function, unknown to us
until we do not recover it from the data. For what con-
cerns H(z) instead, in principle it can be derived from
the first Friedmann equation (in combination with a con-
tinuity equation) once a cosmological model is given and
so contains any possible information on the cosmological
background. Then, we can assume that
DA ≡ DrealA .=
1
1 + z
∫ z
0
c(z′)
Hreal(z′)
dz′, (5)
i.e., that the theoreticalDA function (ignoring what is on
the right hand side of eq. (5)) is explicitly equal to the
function that can be directly obtained by observations.
On the other hand, we can also assume that the unknown
theoretical H(z) is explicitly equal to the function that
can be obtained by observation, Hreal. Actually, this
is much more than just an assumption: observations al-
ways bring signatures of the real underlying cosmological
model, whose ignorance we parameterize in many ways.
For example, by introducing the energy-matter dimen-
sionless parameters (eg. Ωm and ΩDE), or the dark en-
ergy equation of state (wDE), and so on. We highlight
a very important point of our approach, which can be
inferred by eq. (5): we do not need any cosmological as-
sumption (apart from the two we have stated above) for
H(z), because we will directly use the output from the
observations, i.e. DrealA (z), in order to calculate what we
have called the real angular diameter distance.
The main point here is that we don’t know, a priori,
if the speed of light appearing in eq. (5) is a constant or
not.
The definition of real is just given to stress that we
derive it using real observations, and not any theoreti-
cal cosmological model. In fact, we will have to compare
DrealA with another quantity, which we will call the recon-
structed angular diameter distance: this can be defined
directly using Hreal, i.e.
DrecA
.
=
1
1 + z
∫ z
0
c(z′)
Hreal(z′)
dz′ , (6)
where, again, Hreal(z) refers to the expansion rate func-
tion directly derived from observations, and not from
a theoretical model. As clearly shown above through
eqs. (5) and (6), in order to convert Hreal(z), with the
dimension of the inverse of time, to a distance, we need to
make some assumption on the speed of light. The most
general and common assumption is that it was constant;
thus, the reconstructed angular diameter distance is:
DrecA
.
=
1
1 + z
∫ z
0
c0
Hreal(z′)
dz′ , (7)
Strictly speaking, this quantity is quite useless from a
cosmological point of view. Generally, all the information
we need is hidden in H(z): one proposes a cosmological
model, which leads to H(z) as a function of some param-
eters; and finally one tries a fit of this model with obser-
vational data, in order to recover some information about
it. Here there is no benefit in using eqs. (6) or (7): if we
use directly the numbers coming out of observations (i.e.
Hreal), without any underlying theoretical background,
we are loosing any possibility to recover the information
on the cosmological model. But, if we change our per-
spective, and we strictly look at VSL theories, then they
reveal their benefit. In fact we face a question: what
if we have a real VSL to be detected? In this case, by
comparing eqs. (4) - (5) with eq. (7), we can easily check
that if
DrealA (z) = D
rec
A (z) , (8)
then the assumption we made to define DrecA , i.e. c(z) =
c0, was right and, indeed, c(z) = c0. But, if instead we
find out that
DrealA (z) 6= DrecA (z) , (9)
then we might conclude that this same assumption is
wrong, and that c(z) 6= c0. This also means that, by
comparing DrealA with D
rec
A , we should be able to recon-
struct the real unknown function c(z).
Actually, this is not really straightforward in this case
because the speed of light c(z) enters the definition of the
angular diameter distance through an integral, thus, the
VSL signal cannot be isolated so easily and will result to
be smoothed. But things go much easier if we focus on
Hreal instead, and a possible reconstructed Hrec. In this
4case, on one side we will have the direct observational
data, obtained from the derivative of the real observed
DrealA as
yrealr (z)
.
=
∂
∂z
[
(1 + z)DrealA (z)
] ≡ c(z)
Hreal(z)
, (10)
where, again, we have identified the unknown theoretical
H(z) function in eq. (4) with the observedHreal(z), as we
did in eq. (5). On the other, we will have a reconstructed
set of
yrecr (z)
.
=
c0
Hreal(z)
, (11)
where we need an explicit assumption of a constant speed
of light in order to convert time observations (H) into
distances (yr). Again, if we find that
yrealr (z) = y
rec
r (z) , (12)
then the assumption that the speed of light is constant
will reveal to be well based. On the contrary, if
yrecr (z) 6= yrecr (z) , (13)
then c(z) 6= c0. What is important to stress is that, by
working with yr, we can directly obtain (or reconstruct)
the analytical redshift function c(z), through the ratio:
yrealr
yrecr
=
c(z)
c0
. (14)
In this way we are also circumventing the “dimensionless-
dimensional measurement” debate, because we are going
to reconstruct a (dimensionless) relative variation of the
speed of light, not an absolute (dimensional) quantity.
III. APPLICATION
Given the methodological basis of our model, we will
now describe how to apply it in the best possible way
and, in particular, we will focus on what are the limits of
the accessible information we should expect from future
surveys.
A. Mock data
The first point to be addressed is: what kind of data we
are going to use? As stated in the section I, our purpose is
to show how to employ future galaxy surveys for a non-
standard cosmological analysis. From such surveys we
will expect to obtain separate information on DA (from
BAO) andH (from cosmic chronometers). At the present
stage, we do not have yet independent measurements on
DA and H , so we will need to produce mock data for our
analysis, in the style of [1] and [2]. As we have pointed
out in the section I, there is no uniformity in approach-
ing a VSL scenario; but we also want to stress that the
exact choice of the VSL approach is meaningless in our
case. We are not going to have any fit, or any test of any
particular model; we only need to produce some mock
observational data with a VSL signal included. The only
requirement we will ask for is that, at least, such mock
data were compatible with the present observations and
with the present consensus model, at least in the redshift
range now covered. In such a case, clearly, the VSL model
would be indistinguishable from the standard scenario,
but still compatible with observations. This sounds like
a quite reasonable requirement: “observations are ob-
servations”, what we measure and see is independent of
our understanding of the underlying theory. Of course, a
VSL signal can imply a different physical evolution in/of
some processes, but the measured outcomes cannot be
different from what we see now. For example: the sound
horizon can be obviously influenced by a VSL. But it can
also be measured with a very high confidence in a cosmic
microwave background experiment. Theory has to adjust
to this measurement, not viceversa. Thus, if we create
a mock VSL data set which is compatible with present
observations, we are just implying that the VSL signal
has to be consistent with them.
Following [44], if a VSL is introduced with a minimal
coupling with gravity, then we have modified versions of
the first Friedmann equation and of the continuity equa-
tion which are, respectively:
H2(t) =
8piG
3
ρ(t)− k
a2(t)
c2(t) , (15)
and:
ρ˙(t) + 3H(t)
(
ρ(t) +
p(t)
c2(t)
)
=
3k
4piGa2(t)
c(t)c˙(t) , (16)
where: ρ and p are, respectively, the mass density and
the pressure of any fluid in the Universe; a(t) is the scale
factor; G is the universal gravitational constant; and the
speed of light is expressed as a general function of time
(or redshift), c(t). As we have anticipated before, a de-
generacy between VSL and geometry is possible: indeed,
any change produced by a VSL is connected with the
spatial curvature. We will discuss this later in more de-
tail; for now, we will assume that Universe is spatially
flat, e.g. k = 0, which implies that no effective change
is effective in the continuity equation and, consequently,
in the first Friedmann equation (at least, in terms of the
energy-mass equations of state). On the other hand, in
the calculation of DrealA , the VSL also operates through
the c(z) function which enters the integral.
It is thus clear that, in order to produce our mock data,
we need to assume an ansatz for c(z); we follow [52] and
consider the ansatz:
c(a) ∝ c0 (1 + a/ac)n , (17)
where a ≡ 1/(1 + z) is the scale factor, and ac sets the
transition epoch from some c(a) 6= c0 (at early times) to
c(a)→ c0 (now).
5The fiducial cosmological model used to produce the
mock data in this work is a slightly modified version
of the baseline ΛCDM model from Planck 2015 re-
lease6, base plikHM TTTEEE lowTEB lensing post BAO.
This model is characterized by a dimensionless matter
density today equal to Ωm = 0.31. We have to modify
slightly this parameter when introducing a VSL because
a VSL can mimic an accelerated expansion (this was the
original motivation for starting to study VSL theories)
and, thus, can be seen as a contribution to the dark en-
ergy sector. More precisely, in a VSL context, the acceler-
ation would not be given by a real cosmological fluid, but
would be an implicit effect due to a varying speed of light.
In any way, this means that, when adding a VSL, the con-
tribution from a dark energy fluid diminishes and, conse-
quently, in a spatially flat Universe, Ωm might grow. In
this work we have considered two different VSL scenarios:
one, given by the paramaters ac = 0.05 and n = −0.001,
corresponds to a redshift-increasing speed of light, with
an average variation ∼ 0.1% at redshift 1.5 − 1.6 ; the
other, given by the paramaters ac = 0.05 and n = −0.01,
corresponds to a redshift-increasing speed of light, with
an average variation ∼ 1% at redshift 1.5−1.6. This red-
shift range is used as a reference, following the nomen-
clature used in [1, 2]. In Table I of [2] we also show how
both the models are consistent with present observations
and with the fiducial cosmological model from Planck,
if we assume for them, respectively, Ωm = 0.314 and
Ωm = 0.348.
Once we have defined our input cosmological model,
we can produce the mock Hfid and DfidA ; but in order
to produce realistic mock data, i.e., the previously de-
fined Hreal and DrealA , we still need the observational
errors on these quantities. In [100], many on-going and
future surveys are analyzed; the authors analyze what
are the errors we should expect on such quantities by
each one of these surveys, assuming redshift bins of 0.1
width. Among them, we will focus on: BOSS, DESI,
and WFIRST-2.4 because, in their respective redshift
ranges, they show the best performances. For BOSS,
we will consider z = 0.05; for DESI, z ∈ [0.15, 0.55];
for WFIRST-2.4, z ∈ [1.95, 2.75]. For the intermediate
range z ∈ [0.65, 1.85] we use the SKA results from [101];
the performance of SKA will outcome the others by at
least one order of magnitude, thus, it will be quite nat-
ural to expect the best results of our approach from this
redshift range.
With Hfid and DfidA and the corresponding errors, we
can now simulate realistic data: we randomly generate
our values of Hreal and DrealA from a multivariate Gaus-
sian centered on the fiducial values, and with a total co-
variance matrix built up from the errors defined for each
survey. We also additionally assume a correlation factor
between Hfid and DfidA ∼ 0.4, as derived in [102].
6 http://wiki.cosmos.esa.int/planckpla/index.php
/Cosmological Parameters.
We want to stress here two points. First: the errors
from [100] are not given directly in terms for H and
DA but, instead, for H · rs(z∗) and DA/rs(z∗), where
rs(z∗) is the sound horizon at the decoupling/dragging
epoch. Thus, if we want to work with H and DA derived
from a BAO survey, we need to multiply the previous de-
fined combination by the sound horizon. Examining all
the cases covered by the Planck mission and collected in
the Planck Legacy Archive7, it is possible to check that
the dependence of the sound horizon on the cosmological
model is very weak (on the other hand, if this were not
the case, it could not be considered as a standard ruler).
And its dispersion is much smaller than the observational
error, which is ≈ 0.15%. Thus, the contribution of the
sound horizon to the total error budget, whatever is the
value used for it, is quite negligible.
Second: we do not have this problem for H , because
we assume it is derived from cosmic chronometers; but
we lack a forecast analysis for the errors expected on H
using this probe for future surveys. In [97] we have some
estimations from Euclid, with a minimum statistical error
∼ 5%. For our analysis we will use theH errors estimated
by a BAO survey; we have to think about them as a
possible precision goal for future surveys (next to Stage
IV), but they will always give us a precise indication of
how feasible and applicable is our approach.
B. Fitting quantities
Before using eq. (14) in order to reconstruct a possible
VSL signal, many questions have to be addressed and
problems solved. The first one is intrinsic to our defini-
tion of yrealr given by eq. (10): it is the derivative with
respect to redshift of a quantity (DrealA ) which is repre-
sented by a discrete set of points (observations) which
have an intrinsic dispersion around the underlying fidu-
cial cosmological model. The problems related to the
dispersion cannot be avoided: the dispersion is intrinsic
to the measurement process, and we can only hope to
have, in the future, better measurements which can re-
duce it (but its nature is not of statistical origin only).
Thus, we will always have an intrinsic systematic error
in the derivation of yrealr ; moreover, the dispersion alters
the derivative calculation and thus, as it is known and
expected, the errors on the derivated quantity tend to
explode.
Having assumed that this problem cannot be avoided,
we can rely on another property of our approach: given
that we are not interested in the explicit form of H , be-
cause we will directly use observations to infer a func-
tion which interpolates them, we are not forced to fit
our quantities following some cosmological-model-based
7 http://wiki.cosmos.esa.int/planckpla/index.php/
Cosmological Parameters.
6requirements. Thus, we can try a fit based on the best
analytic functions which can work in this situation and,
eventually, we can apply general physical priors to such
functions. But, how do we actually apply such priors?
First, we generate a randommock data set (Hreal, DrealA );
then, we apply the fits we will describe in what follows in
this section; if a generated set satisfies the chosen priors,
we save it; and if not, we reject it. At the end, we are
left with 103 random physically realistic mock data sets,
and we apply our algorithm to each of them.
In our case, we need analytic functions for fitting both
Hreal and DrealA , and they have different requirements.
For Hreal we have found that a simple sixth-order red-
shift polynomial gives an optimal fit to Hreal in the red-
shift range we are covering, i.e. z ∈ [0.05, 2.75]; higher-
order polynomials do not improve the fit. We also apply
a relaxed prior requiring that Hreal(z = 0) obtained by
such polynomial fit lies in the range [H0 − 3σ,H0 + 3σ],
where H0 is an independent measurement of the Hubble
constant, and σ its error. In our case, we have used the
value H0 = 69.6± 0.7 from [103]. As a further prior, we
can also ask that H(z) > 0 all over the redshift range
z ∈ [0,∞).
For DrealA a polynomial fit is unsatisfactory to describe
the peculiar property of the angular diameter distance
to have a maximum at relatively low redshift values. A
better and more flexible fit is given by the Pade´ approx-
imant:
DrealA (z) =
dt1 z
1 + db1 z + d
b
2 z
2
, (18)
which clearly satisfies the expected conditions: DrealA = 0
for z → 0 and z →∞; moreover, we require that DrealA >
0 for z ∈ [0,∞), and that (∂DrealA /∂z)/c0 lies in the range
[H0 − 3σ,H0 + 3σ].
Once the fits are run for both Hreal and DrealA , we
have a set of parameters (the parameters of the polyno-
mial and of the Pade´ approximant), respectively, with
their covariance matrix and errors bars; after the cor-
rect propagation error rules are applied, we end up with
a set of polynomial-reconstructed yrealr and y
rec
r , with
related errors, from which we can derive the c(z)/c0 ra-
tio through eq. (14). Finally, this last quantity can also
be fitted (or reconstructed); the function we have been
working with is the Pade´ approximant given by:
c(z)
c0
=
1 + ct1 z
1 + cb1 z + c
b
2 z
2
, (19)
imposing the conditions: c(z = 0)/c0 = 1, and that c(z)
is always positive for z ∈ [0,∞).
We have verified that the functions we have finally cho-
sen to fit Hreal and DrealA are really good approximations
to the fiducial model all over the entire redshift range
z ∈ [0,∞), and not only in the redshift interval we have
decided to work with because covered by next galaxy sur-
veys. On the other hand, the function chosen for c(z) has
some degree of arbitrariness: it describes very well our
input VSL in the galaxy surveys redshift range, but not
at very high redshifts. But it is very general, and with
such a high level of flexibility that it can be used as a
testing function to detect if a VSL signal is working or
not in any case (but any suggestion can be considered).
IV. RESULTS
The first point to be examined is how good is the recon-
struction of the hidden VSL signal; then, we will move to
a much detailed analysis of the possible degeneracy be-
tween the VSL signal and a non-zero spatial curvature.
A. Pure VSL signal
In our case, we know what is the behavior of c(z),
so that we can easily check if the final reconstructed c(z)
gives a reliable description of this known input, thus test-
ing if our algorithm works well or not. In Figure 1 we
show both the cases of a 1% and of a 0.1% VSL signal,
joining results from all the 103 simulations we have re-
alized. In black, we show the 1σ confidence level span
by all the simulations for the VSL pre-fitting signal in
eq. (14), i.e. the quantity c(z)/c0 calculated from y
real
r
and yrecr after fitting H
real with a sixth-order polynomial
and DrealA with the Pade´ approximant given in eq. (18).
In red, we plot the 1σ confidence level span by all the
simulations for the VSL signal in eq. (14) after fitting
the ratio yrealr /y
rec
r with the Pade´ approximant given in
eq. (19).
From a simple visual inspection, it can be seen that,
at least at 1σ level, a 1% VSL signal can in principle
be detected in the redshift range [0.75, 1.25], where the
angular diameter distance from BAO and the Hubble
function from cosmic chronometers have been assumed
to have the precision actually forecast from SKA. On the
other hand, it is also clear that a 0.1% VSL signal will
be hardly detected with the same prescriptions.
A more detailed inspection of the possibility to detect a
VSL signal is given in Figure 2: for each simulation, and
in each redshift bin, we calculate the residuals with re-
spect to a constant speed of light, i.e. c(z)/c0 = 1; then,
we plot the normalized number of simulations for which
such residuals are positive, implying a clear detection of a
non-constant c(z)/c0. In blue, we show results when the
residuals with respect to constant speed of light are cal-
culated using the best fit Pade´ approximant, eq. (19); in
red, the residuals are calculated using the lower 1σ limit
derived from the same best fit function, thus indicating
a detection of the VSL signal at 1σ confidence level; in
green and yellow, respectively, the residuals are calcu-
lated using the lower 2σ and 3σ limits. We focused on the
lower limits because our fiducial input VSL corresponds
to a speed of light higher than c0 at higher redshift; in
a more realistic case, one should check for both positive
and negative residuals, and test, in the same way we are
7doing here, if there is any statistically clear evidence for
one trend over the other.
Looking at Figure 2 we can now have a more clear and
precise prediction of what could happen in the next fu-
ture. The probability to detect a 1% VSL at a 3σ level
is higher than the 95% (e.g., in 95% of our simulations
we are able to detect a 1% VSL signal at a 3σ level) ap-
proximately in the redshift range [0.05, 1.55]. For higher
redshifts, using the precision actually forecasted for next
future galaxy surveys, we see that the signal degrades
very rapidly. This point is interesting: given our input
c(z), the deviation from the c(z)/c0 = 1 limit grows with
redshift. Thus, higher redshifts imply larger deviations.
But this does not automatically converts in a clearer or
easier detection: if the survey precision degrades too fast,
we are going to lose any possibility to detect the signal at
high redshift. At the same time, this is also encouraging:
given the possibly larger deviation from the constancy of
the speed of light at high redshifts (if the VSL signal is a
monotonical function, of course), we have a lot of room to
improve its detection in this range, because the precision
update required for future surveys at higher redshifts is
well inside our technological possibilities.
Another interesting point to stress is that in [1, 2] we
have shown how SKA will be able to put a 3σ limit on a
1% VSL signal at the maximum redshift in the angular
diameter distance, which should locate at z ∼ 1.55−1.65
(at least, basing this claim on our present knowledge of
the cosmological background model). In the method ex-
posed in this work, the detection at 3σ for a redshift
≈ 1.65 is possible in the 80% of our simulations; still a
high probability, even if quite lower than the 95% limit
assessed above. It is not surprising that the two methods
have different sensitivity at this redshift, because they
rely on different algorithms; in particular, the maximum
detection method described in [1, 2] can be pushed to
a better precision, while the present method is mainly
limited by the not-perfect correspondence of the deriva-
tives calculated from real data with those intrinsic to the
unknown cosmological background. But, still, the two
methods are complementary, helping to extend the final
redshift range of VSL detection.
Unfortunately, from Figure 2 it is also clear that a 0.1%
signal will be hardly detected: at 1σ level, the probability
detection of a VSL signal of such magnitude is ∼ 80% in
the redshift range [0.05, 1.15]; a 3σ detection in the same
range is achieved only in 60% of our simulations, thus
making it difficult to statistically state if it can be really
reached or not.
Another important question to be stated is what level
of goodness has our method to reconstruct the real VSL
background. In order to assess this question, we calculate
the quantity:
∆i =
Nsim∑
j=1
(ctheo(zi)− cans(zi))2
c2ans(zi)
, (20)
where Nsim = 103 is the total number of simulations we
have run; ctheo(zi) is the varying speed of light given by
the resulting best Pade´ approximant, eq. (19), evaluated
at each redshift zi; and cans(zi) is the fiducial speed of
light given by eq. (17). Thus, the quantity ∆i is the
sum, at each redshift and all over our simulations, of the
relative squared residuals between our final reconstructed
VSL (ctheo) and the fiducial one (cans). Smaller is its
value, better is the agreement between our reconstruction
and the true underlying model. In this way, we have a
criterium to establish if our reconstruction is accurate or
not. In Figure 3 we plot the logarithm of this quantity;
conclusions are the same we have derived above: in the
case of a 1% VSL, it is clear that the agreement is quite
good and very similar in the redshift range [0.05, 1.25];
then it starts to decrease, with a ∆ that, at z ∼ 1.65, is
one order of magnitude larger then the minimum value
achieved; and things go even worse for larger redshift
values. The same is more or less valid for the 0.1% case.
B. Curvature degeneracy
As pointed out in previous sections, in the Friedmann
and continuity equations the VSL-based terms, c(t) and
c˙(t), come coupled with the spatial curvature parameter
(k). Thus, it is natural to expect some degree of de-
generacy between a possible VSL signal and what could
instead interpreted as a geometric effect. Our main equa-
tions are derived, as said previously, assuming that the
Universe if spatially flat, i.e. k = 0. All the most updated
observations confirm such assumption [75]; but we want
to show here that even if we take into account curvature,
still there is a wide range of validity for our equations
and, even, our method might be generalized and used,
in the standard context of constant speed of light, as an
alternative way to measure the spatial curvature.
When taking into account spatial curvature, the main
change is in the determination of what we have defined
yreal, defined in eq. (10) as the derivative of observational
DrealA with respect to redshift. If the curvature is allowed
to vary, then, the most general definition for the angular
diameter distance is
DA(z) =


DH√
Ωk(1+z)
sinh
(√
ΩkDC(z)
DH
)
for Ωk > 0
DC(z)
1+z for Ωk = 0
DH√
|Ωk|(1+z)
sin
(√
|Ωk|DC(z)
DH
)
for Ωk < 0 ,
(21)
where Ωk ≡ kc20/H20 is the dimensionless curvature den-
sity parameter today; DH = c0/H0 is the Hubble dis-
tance; and the line-of-sight comoving distance is defined
as DC(z) = DH
∫ z
0 Fc(z′)/E(z′)dz′, where we have made
use of the general ansatz c(z) ≡ c0Fc(z), with Fc(z) = 1
for z = 0. We are assuming here the most general case of
a varying speed of light c(z); but the standard scenario
can be easily recovered simply replacing c(z) with c0 any
time it appears. If we now calculate yreal through the
8same eq. (10), we have:
yrealr (z) ≡


c(z)
H(z) cosh
(√
ΩkDC(z)
DH
)
for Ωk > 0
c(z)
H(z) for Ωk = 0
c(z)
H(z) cos
(√
|Ωk|DC(z)
DH
)
for Ωk < 0 .
(22)
It is clear that even if we assume c(z) = c0, we would
still have some contribution from the Ωk 6= 0 term; thus
the case “VSL + spatial flatness” would be equivalent
to “constant c(z) + curvature”. We can easily quan-
tify how much information we might derive, and which
we might erroneously attribute to a VSL signal only,
should instead be shared with a non-null curvature signal.
From the Planck Legacy Archive, the extension of the
baseline model with a free curvature parameter, named
base omegak plikHM TTTEEE lowTEB BAO H070p6 JLA
post lensing, gives the value of Ωk = 0.0008 ± 0.002
at the 68% confidence level (and ±0.004 at the 95%).
We can thus compare the curvature-correction terms in
eq. (22) with the null curvature hypothesis, using our
ansatz for the VSL, eq. (17). Results are shown in Fig-
ure 4.
The first possible conclusion is that a realistic contribu-
tion from the spatial curvature to our method (red line)
would be ∼ 0.05% at the maximum in DA (for a more
direct and straightforward comparison, we use the same
maximum criterium we have used to define the 1% and
the 0.1% VSL models); thus, it would be even smaller
than the 0.1% VSL signal (black dashed line) we have
considered so far, and would thus result, finally, unde-
tectable. This result, obtained in an independent and
alternative way, is also consistent with a recent attempt
described in [104].
For the sake of precision, we have to stress again that,
anyway, in general, a pure VSL and a pure curvature sig-
nal are degenerate. We can detect a total signal, without
being able to ascribe it to one or another. What we can
estimate is that, given present bounds on curvature, a
1% signal (solid black line) could be attributed with no
doubt to VSL only, rather than to any curvature contri-
bution. Even in the case of assuming both a VSL and
non-null curvature (dot-dashed redline), given the actual
constraints on the latter one, the VSL signal might be
∼ 0.95%, in order to have a final total 1% detection.
Thus, at least at the scales which we have shown to be
directly testable in the next future, curvature might play
a negligible role. But if the total signal should result to
be less than 1%, then we could have problems and would
not be able to discriminate between them.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have extended the method previously
described in [1, 2]: while the latter made it possible to
measure the speed of light (and, incidentally, detect any
possible variation of the same quantity) only in one well-
located point (the maximum redshift), here we show how
it is possible to recover a redhisft-extended VSL signal on
a much large redshift range. We have used the cosmologi-
cal observations which will be available in the next future
from galaxy surveys, i.e.: estimations of the sound hori-
zon at decoupling/dragging epoch, imprinted as an angu-
lar diameter distanceDA in the clustering of the galaxies;
and the expansion rate data H inferred from ETG galax-
ies designated as cosmological clocks. We have employed
a quite various number of future galaxy surveys, BOSS,
DESI, WFirst-2.4 and SKA, which result to have the
best performances in different (non-overlapping) redshift
windows.
As we have discussed in section (III), and as it is shown
in figure 2, given the sensitivities forecast for the previous
surveys, there is a quite high probability (> 95%) to
detect a 1% VSL signal (if any) at 3σ confidence level
in the redshift range z ∈ [0., 1.55]. Smaller signals, of
the order of 0.1%, will be hardly detected by the same
surveys.
We have also given a more detailed discussion about
the impact that a possible non-null spatial curvature
might have on the detection of the VSL signal. In par-
ticular, we have shown that values of the curvature com-
patible with the present bounds given by Planck are ab-
solutely negligible with respect to a 1% VSL signal. We
emphasize here that, even if we were not considering a
VSL signal, but the classical constancy of the speed of
light, then our method would result to be useful to de-
tect curvature-only contributions. In particular, if such
contribution should result to be ≈ 0.01, then, it would
be equivalent to a 1% VSL signal, and all the discussion
we have spent for the VSL theory might be equivalently
exported to spatial curvature measurements only.
More problematic would be to disentangle smaller VSL
signals, which would result to be of the same order of the
geometrical contribution; but, as we have shown here,
such small signals are out of the detection possibilities of
currently forecast galaxy surveys for the next 15 years.
In the meantime, we may work to improve our method,
and/or find alternative ones.
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